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Abstract

It is often a challenging task to build ma-
chine translation (MT) engines for a spe-
cific domain due to the lack of parallel
data in that area. In this project, we de-
velop a range of MT systems for 6 Euro-
pean languages (English, German, Italian,
French, Polish and Irish) in all directions
and in two domains (environment and eco-
nomics).

1 Project Description
This work is part of a larger project called “EU-
ComMeet”1 on developing participatory spaces
using a multi-stage, multi-level, multi-mode,
multi-lingual, dynamic deliberative approach
(M4D2). The goal of this project is to integrate
together automated moderation and automated
translation to allow multilingual, multi-national
participation in deliberative democratic forums.
Our main contribution is to facilitate a multilin-
gual deliberative space (MDS) via MT. Users will
be able to communicate with each other via MT
while speaking or writing in their own languages.

2 MT for Participatory Space
MT is a process that automatically translates text
from one language to another. It is usually ideal
to train MT models using domain-specific paral-
lel corpora (e.g. a corpus of biomedical domain
(Névéol et al., 2018) for medical texts). How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, no such data
belonging particularly to the economics and en-
vironment domains is available. Accordingly, we
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decided to use the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005)
because it is (i) a good-quality corpus, (ii) large
enough for MT training, and (iii) mixed domain,
so that a significant number text pairs belonging
to many major domains such as science, environ-
ment, economics, politics etc can be found in this
corpus. For each language pair, we built four trans-
lation models: (i) two baseline models, and (ii) two
domain-adapted models in both translation direc-
tions. The baseline models are built using the
whole Europarl corpus and tuned on the bench-
mark news development data set2 provided by the
organisers of WMT 2021. In contrast, the domain-
adapted models are built using the same Europarl
corpus but tuned on in-domain development data
extracted from the news data by applying domain-
specific key terms. Both models are tested on these
datasets to compare their system performance on
domain-specific test sets. In order to compile the
in-domain development and test data, we form two
lists of domain-specific key terms: one for ’en-
vironment’ and another for ’economics’. A total
of 150 environment and 201 economics key terms
are used, including some of the following example
terms: (i) Environment: sustainability, pollution,
climate etc. (ii) Economics: inflation, employ-
ment, privatization etc. These key terms are then
used to extract only those text pairs from the news
data that contain at least one of these key terms in
order to form the in-domain development and test
datasets. Table 1 shows the data statistics and its
domain-wise distribution. We provide a brief de-
scription on two types of translation models in Ta-
ble 2. The MT models are built using OpenNMT
(Klein et al., 2017) with transformer architecture
(Vaswani et al., 2017). The translation outputs are

2http://data.statmt.org/wmt21/
translation-task/dev.tgz



Domain Europarl News
Train (multidomain) 1,957,832 //

dev+test (news domain) // 38,647
Environment domain // 1,145
Economics domain // 4,014

Table 1: Training and domain-wise data distribution

Model Tuned on Tested on
Baseline News domain Environment

+Economics
Domain-adapted Environment Environment

+Economics +Economics

Table 2: Baseline and domain-adapted models

evaluated using BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002). We

Test domain Model BLEU
Economics Baseline 21.67

Domain-adapted 22.95
Environment Baseline 21.56

Domain-adapted 23.20

Table 3: BLEU scores for English–German

depict the results for English–German in Table 3
which shows that the domain-adapted models out-
perform the baselines in both domains. All these
improvements are statistically significant as veri-
fied using MultEval (Clark et al., 2011).

3 Architecture of the MT system
Now that the systems have been built, multilin-
gual discussions involving people speaking differ-
ent languages from different countries in different
citizens’ assemblies will take place. Our MT en-
gines will be used to translate among different par-
ticipants through the project platform. Participants
will be in different locations across the 5 countries.
In making the MT engines accessible, we will need
to bear in mind three closely related criteria: relia-
bility, speed and security. To address this problem,
we adopt a two-layer architecture and security ver-
ification, as shown in Figure 1. The first layer (the
web server) handles access verification, and trans-
lation requests from different devices in multiple
locations are sent to the translation GPU servers in
the second layer. To speed up the translation re-
sponse, the two-layer server groups (in the green
rectangles) are deployed in different countries so
that the translation requests will be processed lo-
cally. We expose our MT service through the web
server which creates an HTTP REST server inter-
face in the web server. To enhance the security of
the MT system, we adopt the JSON Web Token
(JWT)3 to verify user access.
3https://jwt.io/introduction

Figure 1: Architecture of MT system
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